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III/IV B.TECH DEGREE EXAMINATIONS, MARCH/APRIL 2015
SECOND SEMESTER

COMPUTER SCIENCE & ENGINEERING

COMPILER DESIGN
Time: Three Hours Maximum:70 marks

Answer Question No. 1 Compulsory (7x2=14)

Answer ONE question from each unit 4x14=56

1.

a) Panic mode recovery strategy done by a parser.

b) Annotated parse trees.

c) Explain how procedure calls are implemented

d) Synthesized attributes

e) Dangling reference

f) Inherited attributes

g) Flow graph

UNIT-I
2. (a)  Explain how input buffering helps lexical analyzer in compilation process.

(b)  What is recursive descent parser? Construct recursive descent parser for the

following grammar.

E→ E+T | T

T→ TF | F

F→ F* |a | b

OR
3. Explain with an example, how LEX program performs lexical analysis for the

following patterns in C: identifier, comments, constants, and arithmetic operators.

P.T.O
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UNIT-II

4. Construct SLR parsing table for the following grammar.

S→ AS | b

A→ SA | a

OR
5. Write a syntax directed translation for the following statements with an example

i)While loop ii)do-while loop iii)for loop

UNIT-III

6. (a)  What are the different parameter passing methods? Explain with suitable

example.

(b) Explain how do scope information is maintained.

OR
7. (a)  Explain Static and dynamic scope rule for non local variables in procedures.

Explain

(b)  What are the data structures that used for organizing symbol table in block

structured languages.

UNIT-IV

8. (a)  Describe the design of a code of generator and explain how register allocation

is done.

(b)  Write a brief on back patching.

OR
9. What is an Activation Tree and Activation record. Explain stack allocation storage

with fixed and variable length data.
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 Answer Question No. 1 Compulsory.        7x2=14 M

Answer ONE question from each Unit.      4x14=56 M

1. a) DFA and NFA.

b) Define token, pattern and lexeme.

c) How dead code is eliminated.

d) Predictive parser.

e) Distinguish between Pass and Phase.

f) What is syntax and directed definition ?

g) DAG.

UNIT - I

2. a) For the given grammar

E -> T + E | T

T -> V * T | V

V -> id

Write down the procedures for the non terminals of the grammar to make a recursive

descent parser.

b) Write an algorithm for construction of predictive parsing table.

(OR)

3. a) Explain the different phases of a compiler, showing the output of each phase, using the

example of the following statement: position: = initial + rate*60.

b) Describe the lexical errors and various error recovery strategies with suitable examples.

UNIT - II

4. Define LR(k) parser.  Draw and explain model of LR parser and write LR parsing algorithm.

P.T.O.
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(OR)

5. a) Write short notes on the following :

(i)  S-attributed definitions.

(ii) Dependency Graph

b) Write the Pseudo code for the recovery schema employed by YACC.

UNIT - III

6. Explain different Storage Allocation Strategies.

(OR)

7. Explain the purpose of symbol table and different data structures used in implementing the

symbol table.

UNIT - IV

8. a) What are the different issues in the design of code generator ?  Explain.

b) Generate the code sequence using Code generation algorithm for the following expression.

W = (A-B) + (A-C) + (A+C)

(OR)

9. a) Generate code for the following C statements :

(i) x = f(a) + f(a) + f(a)

(ii) x = f(a) / g(b,c)

(iii) x = f(f(a))

(iv) x = ++ f(a)

b) Write a brief on peep hole optimization.
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Answer question no.1 Compulsory. (14 x1=14)
Answer ONE question from each unit. (4x14=56)

1. a) Define compiler

b) Lexical analyzer

c) Input buffering

d) Token

e) Shift reduce parsing

f) SLR

g) Yacc tool

h) Syntax tree

i) Parameter passing

j) Storage organization

k) Next use information

l) Back patching

m) flow graph

n) Non-local names

UNIT – I

2. a) Explain role of Lexical analyser
b) Explain implementing transition diagram with example

OR
3. a) Explain phases of complier

b) Explain top down parsing with example
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UNIT – II
4. a) Construct LSR parsing table for the following production

S AS/b, A SA/a

b) Write short notes on i) handle pruning ii) LL(1) grammer

5. a)

b)

Explain syntax directed translation schemes.

Explain on the fly code generation.

UNIT – III

6. Write a short notes on

i) activation trees ii) activation records iii) calling sequences

OR

7. a) Write about symbol tree mechanism using tree data structure.

b) Explain static and dynamic storage organization.

UNIT –IV

8. a) Explain one pass code generation using back patching

b) Write a short note on Three-Address code

OR

9. a) Briefly explain issues in the design of code generation

b) Explain OAG representation of basic blocks.
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 Answer Question No. 1 Compulsory.        7x2=14 M

Answer ONE question from each Unit.      4x14=56 M

1. a) Left recursion and left factoring.

b) Input buffering.

c) Define Type checker.

d) Syntax directed definition.

e) Annotated parse trees.

f) Dangling reference.

g) Address Descriptor.

UNIT - I

2. a) Explain the different phases of a compiler, showing the output of each phase, using the

example of the following statement.  A : = B + C - D / E

b) What is recursive descent parser ?  Construct recursive descent parser for the following

grammar : E -> E + T | T T ->  TF | F F -> F* | a | b.

(OR)

3. a) Explain, in detail, lexical analyzer generator.

b) Describe the lexical errors and various error recovery strategies with suitable examples.

UNIT - II

4. a) What is an operator grammar ?  Give an example and write the operator precedence

parsing algorithm.

b) Write short notes on S-attributed definitions and L-attributed definitions.

P.T.O.
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(OR)

5. a) Construct SLR parsing table for the following grammar.

S -> AS | b A -> SA | a

b) Write a brief on Dependency graph.

UNIT - III

6. a) Explain implicit and explicit storage requests.

b) Explain in brief different storage allocation strategies.

(OR)

7. What are symbol table entries and explain different data structures used in symbol table.

UNIT - IV

8. a) Generate optimal machine code for the following C program.

main( )

{

int i, a[10];

while (i<=10) a[i]=0

}

b) Explain the concept of object code forms.

(OR)

9. a) Describe the design of a code generator and explain how register allocation is done.

b) Write a brief on backpatching.


